
Intersession Alignment 
By: Charlie Pettypiece 
 
Usually the goal of an intersession alignment is to align the vmr from one testing instance 
to the canonical for that subject.  However, it is also possible to simply align vmrs from 
two different sessions (without having a super high rez anatomical).  For the purposes of 
this tutorial, I will assume you are aligning to the canonical, but the process is exactly the 
same either way.   
 
Before performing an intersession alignment you must have a …SAG_ISO copy of the 
vmr you want to align to the canonical.  You also want the …SAG_ISO_ACPC copy of 
the canonical (you may have finished the processing on the canonical previously, in 
which case you have a  …_TAL.vmr and a …_talpoints.tal file. You will need these later, 
but for now you just need the ACPC canonical).   
 
The reason you use the ACPC and not the TAL canonical is that you want to align before 
you talairach the brain, otherwise you will be trying to align a squished brain to a non-
squished brain.  You also don’t want to use the TAL versions of both vmrs because 
usually when talairaching is performed on two separate occasions on the same brain, you 
end up with quite a different end result.   
 
Begin by Opening the SAG_ISO copy of the vmr you want to align to the canonical in 
Brain Voyager.  Now in the 3d Volume Tools box, go to the Co-registration tab and 
select the following: 



 
 
Now browse to the SAG_ISO_ACPC canonical vmr.  Brain Voyager should now display 
the following: 

 



By selecting ‘Show Target’, Brain Voyager will alternate between the two vmrs on the 
bottom half of the screen.  You must not play with the translation and rotation settings 
until the brains map exactly on to each other.   

 
Sometimes it helps to tape overhead paper to your monitor, trace some area of the 
canonical vmr, and then align the SAG_ISO to the tracing.  Jody suggests aligning the 
brains at the AC point first (will also be at 128x128x128 on the ACPCed canonical), then 
making minor adjustments by surfing to the areas of the brain you are interested in, and 
ensuring those are properly aligned.    
 
Once you are happy with the alignment, navigate to the Spatial Transf tab and Save a 
TRF.   



 
I suggest naming it something that indicates which two vmrs were used and that it is an 
intersession alignment.  Ex) 070604mc_raw_SAG_ISO_ALIGNtoCANON_ACPC.trf 
(First part of the name is from the original SAG_ISO, the latter part indicates that it was 
aligned to the canonical and that it is in ACPC space). 
 
You can also save the trf file as you go, because it’s easy to completely screw up the 
alignment when you’re trying to make small fixes.   
 
Now create the VTCs MANUALLY in BV by using the TRF file you just saved as the 
ACPC transformation file. 



 
Use the …talpoints.tal file for the canonical as your ‘Cerebrum border file for scanning’.   
 
_FA and _IA files are created by aligning your FMRs to your VMR.  (Usually you will 
only create a _FA.trf file) Here you must align the FMRs corresponding to the scan 
session involving the SAG_ISO that you started with, to the SAG_ISO VMR (NOT the 
canonical VMR). 
 
Note: When analyzing your VTCs, use the _TAL canonical VMR.   
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